MAISENHOLDER, B., ZAPPE, H.P., KUNZ, R.E., RIEL, P., MOSER, M., and DUVENECK, G.L.: 'A GaAdAlGaAs -based Mach-Zehnder interferometer as integrated optical immunosensor', Proc. SPIE, MAISENHOLDER, B., ZAPPE, H.P., KUNZ, R E , RIEL, P., MOSER, M., and 1996, 2928, pp. [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] Circular synthetic aperture radar (C-SARI system for ground-based applications A. Broquetas The authors present an SAR system capable of obtaining radar images from measurements carried out with antennas that describe a circular trajectory centred outside the target region. The analytical formulation of the processor is presented along with its ground range and azimuth resolutions. Some experimental results obtained in an anechoic chamber are also shown.
Introduction: Most of the existing S A R systems are airborne or spaceborne. Ground-based S A R systems, however, are better suited for short-range applications such as surface scattering studies or buried object detection where very high spatial resolutions are required. In contrast to airborne and spaceborne S A R , wherein the whole platform usually describes a linear trajectory, in truck-mounted or tower-mounted SAR, while only the antenna moves the rest of the system remains static. The mechanical implementation of a linear trajectory for the antenna (L-SAR) therefore becomes difficult. The C-SAR system presented here simplifies this problem by allowing the antenna to describe a circular trajectory around a rotating vertical mast.
Circular geometries for S A R have been extensively studied when the target is in the centre of the antenna path, for example in the spotlight and inverse SAR configurations [l] . However in this case the target is outside the antenna trajectory, allowing an angular high resolution scan of the surface around the radar site.
A continuous wave stepped frequency scan has been used in order to achieve a wide bandwidth, thus the inputs of the C-SAR reconstruction algorithm are the coherent measurements of the scattered field against frequency and azimuth angle. (R,Qa,h) and point at I, the centre of the illuminated area, with an off-nadir elevation angle of Qeiev. Assuming that the target is formed by a distribution of non-directional and independent scatterers of reflectivity (p, Q), the complex value of the field scattered back to the receiver will be given by the coherent addition of the contributions associated with each scatterer:
is the distance between the antennas and the scatterer, and E, is a constant that depends, among others, on parameters of the system such as antenna gain and transmitted power. Since this constant will be normally removed by external calibration using a reference target, it will not henceforth be considered.
The objective of the imaging system will be the reconstruction of the reflectivity map from a set of measurements E3((QJ at different frequencies and angles. In mathematical terms this can be achieved by applying a focusing operator to the measured fields: 
If R + 00, eqn. S becomes the conventional linear SAR reconstruction implying a quadratic phase with respect to the antenna displacement.
With good signal to noise ratios (2 20dB), the effects of the radiation diagrams of both transmitter and receiver antennas GAP) and GR(P) can be taken into account arid corrected in the reconstruction by multiplying E,V;Qa,p', $' ) by 1 GT(P)GR (PI within the beamwidth of the antenna.The angle p is shown in Fig.   1 and can be expressed against geometric parameters of the system. For this purpose, GAP) and G,(P) can be rnodelled by using a Gaussian or parabolic approximation.
An advantage of compensating the amplitude terms of the target range and gain of antennas in the focusing kernel 5 is that the sensitivity becomes invariant across the image field. The shape of an imaged point scatterer (point spread function) depends on the target range, although it has been found approximately invariant in short range numerical simulations.
Image resolution: The range resolution AR depends on the time pulse resolution AT, which is the inverse of the bandwidth system B = fmaX-fm,, [l] . The resolution in slant range AR and ground range 4 are given by [l]:
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The azimuth resolution A S of the C-SAR system is defined as the ability to discriminate two close radar targets which are located at the same arc, and it can be calculated from the Doppler frequency resolution A& [I]:
A S = -
4.fmaz
R sin(A%a/2) where AOH is the 3dB beamwidth of the antennas.
If the antennas present a high directivity (AOH < 20") and R + 00, the azimuth resolution A S 2 112, which is the conventional linear S A R azimuth resolution, 1 being the dimension of the antenna.
In contrast to linear SAR, the azimuth resolution degrades with range because the length of the synthetic aperture does not increase proportionally. The optimal elevation angle is that where both resolutions are equal, and it can be calculated by equating eqns. 6 and 7:
Measurement results: Several multifrequency measurements have been undertaken in the X-band at the electromagnetic anechoic chamber of the Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya (UF'C). The measurement system is basically a vector network analyser based scatterometer using two closely spaced antennas placed at the end of a 0.9m metallic bar mounted on an azimuth positioner. The transmit-receive antennas were two rectangular horns located at a height of 1.95m, with an off-nadir elevation angle of 45". A personal computer controlled the scatterometer to perform a frequency sweep for each angular sample point. -40 2
Reflectivity image offive trihedrals Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed image for horizontally polarised copolar data sampled over 161 angular points measured from 12 to 16GHz with a frequency interval of 10MHz. This image corresponds to five identical small trihedrals spread on the ground of the anechoic chamber. The quasi-space invariancy as well as the uniform sensitivity can be observed in this image.
Fig. 3 Experimental setup and obtained reflectivity image
An important potential application of the C-SAR system is buried object detection, such as for anti-personnel plastic mines. In this case, frequencies in the range OS4GHz would be preferred in order to obtain some terrain penetration. However, a preliminary experiment at higher frequencies has been carried out to assess the imaging capabilities of dielectric objects laid on a ground surface. In this context, three plastic mine equivalent objects of different sizes (5, 10, 20cm) and a stone (1Ocm) were spread over a large region of sandy simulated soil inside the anechoic chamber (Fig. 3) . The measurement was carried out with HH polarisation, 161 points in azimuth and sweeping from 12 to 18GHz with a frequency interval of 15MHz. Fig. 3 shows the reconstructed SAR image. As we can see, the three mines are detected above the ground clutter and the stone level and located at its exact position. Note that the biggest mine is larger than the image resolution cell and presents two distinguishable bright points.
Conclusions: A circular synthetic aperture radar processor has been presented and evaluated. This system has been designed in order to obtain radar images using a ground-based scatterometer where only the antennas move describing a circular trajectory. Although the formulation and implementation are more complicated than a conventional linear SAR, the experimental setup is considerably simplified. The results show evidence of the applicability of this approach to very high resolution surface scattering analysis and buried objects detection.
